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Conformist Zeman
 

Miloš Zeman leaves the office of president today after 10 years as a 
person with few friends. His situation is similar to that of his hand-
picked CNB governor, Aleš Michl, who can't satisfy those who want 
higher yields on their deposits nor those who are drowning in debt. 
Zeman's trouble is that he abruptly shifted his position on Russia af-
ter its attack on Ukraine, thereby angering some of those in his base 

while failing to convince those who already disliked him that he was 
sincere. He told Terezie Tománková of TV Prima on Sun. that he's 

confident that his voters will understand his position in time. "They 
should realize that my generation in particular was traumatized by 
the Soviet occupation of 1968 and is therefore understandably sensi-

tive when a superpower occupies a neighboring country." Zeman 
missed the point. Almost all Czechs condemned the invasion, but 

his voters expected a more reasoned response from him. Instead, he 
became a conformist who fully adopted the party line, something he 
had only done in the past when he was the one setting the rules. It's 

unlikely that his voters will ever understand this transformation.

Read this later today in Czech
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Glossary
to handpick - to select carefully with a particular purpose in mind; (political) base - a group of voters who always support a candidate or a political party's candidates for elected office; reasoned - based on logic or good sense.


